ITS HIGH LEVEL OF COMFORT IN FLIGHT AND
ITS GREAT EFFICIENCY MAKE THE HOOK 3 THE
CUTTING EDGE WING IN THE EN B CLASS. THE
HOOK 3 FEATURES THE LATEST TECHNOLOGY
WHICH IS ACCESSIBLE TO ALL PILOTS. LET
YOUR EMOTIONS SOAR WITH THE HOOK 3.

TECH

HOOK 3 TECHNOLOGY
SLE (Structured Leading edge)

RAM air intake

ENG The SLE provides more rigidity and stability along the span of leading

ENG The RAM air intake allows an optimal position for the air intakes (below

edge but also allows full flexibility along the both the vertical and horizontal
axis of each open cell. It ensures ease of movement on the ground, easier
launches and high security in the air during turbulence, and whilst flying at
speed.

the leading edge of the glider aligned with the intrados) to gain turbulent air
absorption in the leading edge, more consistency in variable speed and a
better performance while assuring maximum security.

DRS (Drag Reduction Structure)

3 LT (3 Liner Technology)

ENG The trailing edge has been reinforced with small ribs that make this

ENG Its powerful profile, a detailed internal architecture structure and the use

part flatter in order to spread the pressure out evenly. It means better airflow and less drag on this important part of the glider. The addition of these
ribs gives the Hook 3 exceptional handling (better and more efficient when
turning) and more control and precision.

of high-tech strength materials make possible a significant reduction of the
total length of suspension lines in order to reduce the parasite resistance and
the weight of the glider to gain efficiency.

ENG

FEEL THE FREEDOM
A privileged technology
When the experience of the past meets the innovation of the
future the perfect balance is achieved. Equipped with the latest
technology handed down from competition wings.

Higher performance and total comfort
The Hook 3’s new features allow pilots enjoying total comfort in
flight. Let yourself be guided by this high performance wing.

New emotions
The Hook 3 offers a new way of feeling the pleasure of flying.
Dare to enjoy new experiences and feel new emotions.

Available colors
Dragon

Storm

Melon

Rubi

Technical data
21

23

25

27

29

M2

21
5,4

23
5,4

25
5,4

27
5,4

29
5,4

Total weight in flight
(pilot+wing+equipment)

KG

59-70

65-85

80-100

95-115

110-130

Glider weight

KG

4,65

4,9

5,3

5,5

5,85

Certification

EN/LTF

B

B

B

B

B

Flat

Area
Aspect ratio

